Follicular thyroid carcinoma with NRAS Q61K and GNAS R201H mutations that had a good ¹³¹I treatment response
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Summary

We report a case of follicular thyroid carcinoma with concomitant NRAS p.Q61K and GNAS p.R201H mutations, which manifested as a 13.5 cm thyroid mass with lung, humerus and T9 spine metastases, and exhibited good response to radioactive iodine treatment.

Learning points:

- GNAS p.R201H somatic mutation is an activating or gain-of-function mutation resulting in constitutively activated Gs-alpha protein and downstream cAMP cascade, independent of TSH signaling, causing autonomously functioning thyroid nodules.
- NRAS p.Q61K mutations with GNAS p.R201H mutations are known for a good radioactive iodine treatment response.
- Further exploration of the GNAS-activating pathway may provide therapeutic insights into the treatment of metastatic follicular carcinoma.

Background

We report a 79-year-old man with follicular thyroid carcinoma arising from a history of Graves’ disease. Two mutations, NRAS p.Q61K and GNAS p.R201H, were detected by the Ion Torrent Personal Genome Machine (PGM) covering > 400 amplicons in 46 genes, and were confirmed by direct Sanger sequencing. The patient’s thyroid cancer manifested as a 13.5 cm thyroid mass with minimal lung, humerus and T9 spine metastases, and exhibited a very good response to the radioactive iodine treatment. We simultaneously screened another 23 fatal cases due to thyroid cancers using the same method, and found none of them carrying the GNAS p.R201H mutation. However, NRAS p.Q61K or NRAS p.Q61R mutations were identified in two and six of these 23 fatal cases respectively.
We speculate that the concomitant somatic GNAS p.R201H activating mutation, in association with the relatively poor prognostic NRAS p.Q61K mutation of follicular thyroid carcinoma in our patient, possibly contributed to the relatively low metastatic burden, the increased radioactive iodine uptake and the good response to radioactive iodine treatment in our patient. We suggest that further exploration of the pathways involving the Gsα activation and related approaches leading to higher radioactive iodine treatment efficacy may provide significant insights into the pathogenesis and treatment of differentiated thyroid cancers.

**Case presentation**

This 79-year-old man had a history of Graves’ disease for 5 years. The free thyroxine (FT$_4$) was 2.81 ng/dl (0.89–1.75), the thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) was <0.004 µU/ml (0.4–4.0), and the TSH-receptor antibody was 39.7% (<10%) on June 22, 2007 at the initial visit. He had received endocrinological outpatient clinical treatment and had been followed up regularly for 5 years since then. Left nodular goiter was noted on physical examination, and thyroid ultrasonography on April 4, 2009 revealed a bilateral multi-nodular goiter, and a large (6.1×5.47×4.53 cm) left thyroid mass with trachea deviation to the right. Fine needle aspiration (FNA) on April 15, 2009 and August 12, 2009 were non-diagnostic. Thyroid ultrasonography on March 2, 2011 showed a left thyroid mass (6.09×5.67×2.64 cm) with trachea deviation to the right and left thoracic extension (Fig. 1A). Repeated FNA cytology on August 16, 2011 revealed follicular cells with colloid.

However, he noted that his voice became hoarse on November, 2011.

**Investigation**

He was referred to an ENT specialist on November 25, 2011, and endoscopic examination of the larynx showed left vocal cord palsy. Head and neck ultrasonography on December 23, 2011 revealed a huge thyroid mass on the left side with trachea deviation to the right, and at least three lymph nodes at the left neck level II, measuring 1.1×1.1 cm, 1.4×0.7 cm, and 0.8×0.56 cm were demonstrable. FNA again showed clusters of follicular cells and colloid. MRI on December 14, 2011 revealed a huge mass probably arising in the left thyroid with compression and displacement of the trachea and adjacent structures measuring about 13.6 cm at the longest dimension (Fig. 1B).

**Treatment**

A wide excision of the left thyroid tumor and intrathoracic goiter, and dissection of the left supraomohyoid neck lymph node was performed on January 4, 2012. However, after extubation, chylous leak was noted and wound direct compression was applied, and so he was treated with elemental diet and intravenous infusion of albumin. Subcutaneous air leak at the previous tumor site was noted, and subcutaneous catheter was implanted to remove the air. There was no further air leak 5 days after operation. The drainage amount decreased gradually and the drain tube was removed 16 days later. The pathology revealed thyroid follicular neoplasm favoring malignancy, without neck lymph node metastasis (Fig. 1C and D).

Staging work-ups including lung and abdominal computed tomography (CT) without contrast was performed on January 18, 2012. CT scan showed an indeterminate tiny nodule at the lingular segment of the left upper lung focal osteolytic lesions with coarse trabeculation at T7 and T9 vertebral bodies and small hypodense lesions at both lobes of the liver, nature indeterminate, suspected hepatic cysts. Bone scan on January 19, 2012 showed no definite osteoblastic bone metastasis.

He underwent total thyroidectomy and bilateral neck dissection on February 6, 2012, and the pathology reported no malignancy in the right thyroid gland and the dissected lymph nodes. Thirty mCi of $^{131}$I was given on March 9, 2012, and the whole body scan showed residual viable malignancy or residual functioning thyroid tissue at anterior neck, and metastatic lesions at T9 spine and bilateral lower lungs (Fig. 2A and B). However, he had no back pain or respiratory symptoms.

As part of the treatment for metastatic thyroid follicular carcinoma, he received 200 mCi of $^{131}$I treatment. Thyroglobulin levels decreased from >300 ng/ml (the TSH was 22 µIU/ml after discontinuing L-T$_4$ for 4 weeks) before the 30 mCi of $^{131}$I treatment, to 35 ng/ml (the TSH was >75 µIU/ml after two 1 mg thyrogen i.m. administrations, and the thyroglobulin antibody was 1.22 IU/ml (<14.4)) on May 3, 2012 (Fig. 2C). The whole body scan showed multiple metastases at the right humerus, T9 spine and bilateral lungs.

**Outcome and follow-up**

Follow-up of $^{131}$I whole body scan on May 22, 2013 showed probable treatment effects with residual $^{131}$I-avid malignancy at T9 spine; the simultaneous stimulated TSH
Two doses of i.m. injection of 0.9 mg of thyrogen for two consecutive days resulted in a TSH level of 21.5 mIU/ml, and the thyroglobulin decreased to 1.83 ng/ml. The most recent follow-up on March 21, 2015 showed a TSH level of 1.84 mIU/ml and a thyroglobulin level of 0.966 ng/ml. The patient remained symptom-free during outpatient clinic visits.

We extracted genomic DNA from both the left thyroid tumor and the normal right side thyroid tissue from formalin-fixed, paraffin embedded (FFPE) surgical tissues sent for pathology examination using WaxFree (TrimGen) DNA extraction kit as described previously (1), after obtaining informed consent from the patient. DNA quality was verified by agarose gel electrophoresis and Nanodrop spectrophotometer at 260/280 nm. Genetic analysis of the extracted genomic DNA using Ion Torrent PGM covering 400 amplicons in 46 genes was carried out as reported (2). Results were available for analysis after sequencing on the 316 chip using Ion Torrent PGM System and Ion PGM Sequencing 200 Kit. Data analysis, including alignment to the hg19 human reference genome and variant calling, was conducted using Torrent Suite Software v3.0 and then viewed through a standard web browser. The analysis revealed two specific mutations.
in the tumor tissue, the NRAS c.181C>A (p.Q61K) and GNAS c.602G>A (p.R201H) mutations, but not in the non-tumor counterpart. The target sequences in these two genes were amplified, and the PCR products of genomic DNA were analyzed on a DNA Analyzer and the sequence reactions were carried out using ABI BigDye Terminator chemistry on a Thermal Cycler device (ABI 3730 capillary sequencer, Applied Biosystems). The two specific mutations were thus confirmed by direct sequencing of the PCR products (Fig. 3A and B).

Discussion

Here we report a case of a huge follicular thyroid carcinoma in a patient with Graves’ disease. In our patient, FNA cytology failed to reveal the presence of thyroid cancer before surgery. FNA cytology from thyroid nodules arising due to Graves’ disease can pose diagnostic difficulties (3); on the other hand, based on our knowledge and previous literature reports, increased thyroid nodule size does not increase the malignancy rate for follicular neoplasms (4). The above reasons might have led to a delayed diagnosis of thyroid follicular carcinoma in our patient.

Although, the patient presented with a 13.6 cm large thyroid follicular carcinoma, and was immediately diagnosed to have lung and bone metastases by radioactive iodine whole body scan following total thyroidectomy, the disease course was indolent, and the biochemical response, or the thyroglobulin levels, to radioactive iodine treatment was good. Genetic mutation screens using next-generation sequencing, the Ion Torrent PGM, identified two somatic mutations exclusively present in the tumor tissue, the NRAS Q61K and GNAS R201H mutations. The results were further confirmed by direct Sanger sequencing. The same screens applied to 23 patients who died of thyroid cancers in our institute did not show GNAS

Figure 2
The whole body radionuclide scintigraphy (A) and regional single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) (B) were performed with high energy gamma camera at 8 days after treatment. A focal hot area at anterior neck, a focal hot spot at spinous process of T9 spinous and multiple hot spots at bilateral lower lungs were demonstrated. (C) Gradual decline of thyroglobulin levels after radioactive iodine (131I) treatment.
p.R201H mutations; however, NRAS p.Q61K or NRAS p.Q61R mutations were identified in two and six out of the 23 mortality cases respectively (J-Y Lu, P-J Hung, P-L Chen, R-F Yen, K-T Kuo, T-L Yang, C-Y Wang, T-C Chang, T-S Huang, C-C Chang, unpublished data).

Follicular thyroid carcinomas frequently harbor RAS mutations, and the mutations are predominantly found in the NRAS codon 61 (3), followed by HRAS codon 61 and KRAS codon 12/13 (4). Besides, the presence of an HRAS 61 or NRAS 61 mutation has a high positive predictive value (PPV) for thyroid carcinoma diagnosis (95.5 and 86.8% respectively), while the PPV of KRAS 12/14 mutation was associated with a significantly lower rate of carcinoma diagnosis (41.7%) (4). It has also been reported that the NRAS codon 61 mutation in follicular carcinomas is positively associated with distant metastases and poor overall patient survival (5).

Interestingly, the thyroid follicular carcinoma in our patient harbors the second somatic mutation, the GNAS R201H activating mutation. It is noteworthy that pseudohypoparathyroidism is caused by germ-line inactivating mutations in GNAS scattering throughout the 13 exons that encode Gsα protein, and consists of ~45% frameshift, 28% missense, 14% nonsense, and 9% splice-site mutations, ~3% in-frame deletions or insertions, and ~1% whole or partial gene deletions. These mutations lead to constitutively decreased cAMP signaling and multiple endocrine dysfunctions, including morphological and functional thyroid involvement (6). On the contrary, the GNAS p.R201H somatic mutation in our patient, similar to those that occurred in McCune–Albright syndrome (MAS) (7), is an activating or gain-of-function mutation resulting in constitutively activated Gsα protein and downstream cAMP cascade, independent of TSH signaling, causing autonomously functioning thyroid nodules in both iodine-deficient (8) and iodine-rich regions (9). Though being a rare occurrence in thyroid cancer (10), GNAS p.R201H mutation might have played
an important role in regulating tumor progression and radioactive iodine uptake in this patient.

Notably, in our patient TSH levels did not rise higher than 30 μIU/ml (stimulated TSH was 22 μIU/ml) after i-T4 withdrawal for 4 weeks was noted, which possibly is related to the autonomously functioning metastatic thyroid carcinomas. We recommend using recombinant human TSH (rhTSH; thyrogen) for boosting the TSH level, instead of thyroid hormone withdrawal, before radioactive iodine treatment in this situation.

We conclude that the concomitant somatic GNAS p.R201H activating mutation, in association with the relatively poor prognostic NRAS p.Q61K mutation of follicular thyroid carcinoma in our patient, possibly contributed to the increased radioactive iodine uptake and the good response to radioactive iodine treatment in our patient. We suggest that further exploration of the pathways involving Gsα activation and related approaches leading to higher radioactive iodine treatment efficacy may provide significant insights into treatment of thyroid cancers.
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